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Editorial
The Journal of Advances in Engineering Science and Technology 
(AEST) is a new thrilling initiative by Ology Press.  AEST covers 
wide range of engineering, science and technology topics substantial 
to authorities within these fields. 

Several topics in engineering, science and technology are considered 
in this journal. Some of these topics are given below:

• Mechanical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering

• Civil Engineering

• Computer Science and Engineering

• Nuclear Engineering

• Systems Engineering

• Physics

• Department of Technology and Innovation

The Journal is managed by an internationally recognized team to 
cover all different aspects of engineering, science and technology as 
follows:

Editors : 
• Fatih Aydogan (Ph.D.), Idaho  State University (ISU), USA

• Veer Parkash Sethi  (Ph.D.), Punjab Agriculture University, India

Associate Editors:

• Andri Mirzal (Ph.D.), Arabian Gulf University, Bahrain

• Ahmed  Elkhatat (Ph.D.), Qatar University, Qatar

• Abdessattar Abdelkefi (Ph.D.), New Mexico State University, 
USA

• Mehran Heshmati (Ph.D.), University of Applied Science and 
Technology, Iran

• Amir Hassanzadeh (Ph.D.), Urmia University, Iran

• Shiba Gorjian (Ph.D.), Tarbiat Modares University, Iran

Our editorial team represents 5 countries (USA (2 editors), India (1 
associate editor), Qatar (1 associate editor), Iran (3 associate editors) 
and Bahrain (1 associate editor). Our team covers various disciplines 
of engineering, science and technology. Since the reviewers are the 
essential part of highly qualified journal articles, we would like to 
continue to recruit highly qualified reviewers, who will be listed in our 
journal soon. I welcome all the editorial team and reviewers aboard.   

We behalf of editorial board also welcome you to The Journal of 
Advances in Engineering Science and Technology.  We invite you 
to submit your work through http://ologypress.com/submit-article 
website to publish in next issues so that you can contribute to the 
cutting edge fields of engineering, science and technology. 

We thank our publisher Ology Press for allowing all the manuscripts 
publicly available so that readers can reach our publications without 
any barriers. 

Enjoy reading our first issue of our publicly available journal.

Warmest greetings,

Fatih Aydogan

Editor of AEST
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Abstract

The Journal of Advances in Engineering Science and Technology (AEST) is a new thrilling initiative by Ology Press. AEST covers wide range of engineering, 
science and technology topics substantial to authorities within these fields. We behalf of editorial board also welcome you to The Journal of Advances in 
Engineering Science and Technology. We invite you to submit your work through http://ologypress.com/submit-article website to publish in next issues so that 
you can contribute to the cutting edge fields of engineering, science and technology.
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